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Recently, the majority of information management system download  historical 
transaction data from the centralized counter business transaction system, then 
generate reports by the process of statistics and analyzing, which providing a full 
range of business information services for the commercial banks provide.  
Generally speaking, information systems obtain historical data by directly 
deriving data from transaction system. However, this mode require saving and 
managing large amount of historical data by the transaction system, in addition, this 
mode require the transaction system completing batch data support while providing 
on-line transaction services, which not only increase operation and management costs 
of the transaction system but also seriously affected the running efficiency, increases 
the risk of system operation. 
It’s a difficult problem in the process of conceiving banking system that how the 
historical data from the transaction system supporting the banking system. 
In this paper, the main line is software engineering ideas. The article illustrate the 
system implementation process in detail and present the solution scheme of historical 
data filing through business requirements, analysis, general layout, detailed design 
and implementation of the module. The system will use INFORMIX data 
management technology, combine networking and storage management technology to 
build a long-term preservation of historical data transaction systems and provide data 
services platform for the historical data, which makes transaction and information 
systems more flexible on data exchange and more reasonable on data management.  
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